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Desmoplakin (DP) mutations impair gap junctions by disrupting a novel DP-EB1 Interaction
DM Patel and KJ Green Pathology and Dermatology, Northwestern University, Chicago, IL
Desmoplakin (DP) is an essential desmosomal protein that imparts mechanical integrity to skin 
and heart by tethering intermediate filaments (IF) to sites of strong cell-cell adhesion. DP mutations 
cause a range of cutaneous and cardiac disorders including lethal skin blistering diseases and 
arrhythmogenic cardiomyopathy (AC). Disease pathogenesis has been proposed to be due to an 
inability of mutated DP to tether IFs to junctions. However, the existence of a mutation hotspot in 
the DP N-terminus, downstream of the known armadillo protein binding region and upstream of the 
C-terminal IF binding domain, raises the possibility that impairment of non-canonical DP functions 
contributes to disease. To address this possibility we carried out a Yeast-two-hybrid screen and 
identified a novel interaction between DP and the microtubule (MT)-associated protein End-Binding 
1 (EB1), which enables DP to act as a component of the MT cortical capture machinery. Utilizing 
biochemical and in situ protein-protein interaction assays we showed that N-terminal DP mutants 
associated with AC and skin fragility/woolly hair syndrome interfere with MT capture in one of two 
ways: AC mutants localize to desmosomes but are unable to bind EB1, whereas the skin fragility 
mutant fails to localize to junctions. As EB1 was previously reported to play a role in delivery of 
connexins to sites of gap junction assembly, we asked whether mis-regulation of DP-EB1 complexes 
impaired gap junctions. For both types of mutants, destabilization of MT plus-ends led to decreased 
Cx43 plasma membrane localization in cardiac myocytes and keratinocytes grown in submerged or 
3D cultures. Cx43 mis-localization was associated with loss of gap junction coupling, as assessed 
by dye transfer assays. Our results identify a novel function for DP in binding EB1 to regulate MTs, 
and reveal a mechanism by which DP mutations contribute to the development of cardiac and 
cutaneous diseases through impairment of gap junctions.    
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RNA-Seqing the skin basement membrane
S Marsh,1 V Martins,1 M Caley,1 M Barnes,2 M Donaldson3 and E O’toole1 1 Centre for 
Cutaneous Research, Barts and the London SMD, Queen Mary University of London, London, 
United Kingdom, 2 Genome Centre, Barts and the London SMD, Queen Mary University of 
London, london, United Kingdom and 3 Stiefel, a GSK company, Uxbridge, United Kingdom
The basement membrane plays an important role in wound healing and cancer invasion. Mutations 
in genes encoding basement membrane proteins lead to the severe blistering disease, Epidermolysis 
Bullosa (EB), which can increase predisposition to cancer. In this study, siRNA knockdown (KD) 
of basement membrane proteins, type IV, VII and XVII collagens and the α3 chain of laminin 332 
was performed in primary neonatal foreskin keratinocytes. The transcriptome of siRNA transfected 
keratinocytes was analysed by RNA-Seq. Loss of type IV collagen produced relatively few gene 
expression changes compared to knockdown of the other basement membrane proteins. Gene 
expression changes that overlapped in keratinocytes with knockdown of type VII collagen, type 
XVII collagen, and the α3 chain of laminin 332 were analysed by Ingenuity Pathway Analysis 
(IPA). Overlapping genes validated by QPCR included ADAM19, MMP15, IL33, SPARC and TNF, 
important in extracellular matrix remodelling, the immune system, and cancer progression. Loss of 
type VII collagen resulted in differential expression of genes important in regulation of the cell cycle 
which were validated by Western blotting. IPA predicted that TGFβ was an upstream regulator of 
keratinocytes with loss of type VII collagen and increased phospho-Smad2 was observed in these 
cells. The altered gene signature of keratinocytes with loss of type VII collagen predicted reduced 
cell proliferation, which was confirmed functionally with a proliferation assay over a 72 hour time 
period. In conclusion, the increased expression of proteases, SPARC and pro-inflammatory cytokines 
suggests that loss of the basement membrane leads to a pro-tumourigenic microenvironment. In 
addition, loss of type VII collagen results in increased TGFβ signalling, cell cycle dysregulation and 
reduced proliferation, which may inhibit wound healing and contribute to cancer progression in 
EB patients with mutations in COL7A1    
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Non-structural functions of the Cartilage Oligomeric Matrix Protein in the dermis 
J Schulz,1 F Zaucke,2 W Bloch,3 A Niehoff,4 J Nüchel,2 S Hayashi,1 T Krieg1 and B Eckes1 
1 Dermatology, University of Cologne, Cologne, Germany, 2 Biochemistry, University of 
Cologne, Cologne, Germany, 3 German Sport University, Cologne, Germany and 4 Cologne 
Center for Musculoskeletal Biomechanics, Cologne, Germany
We recently showed that the extracellular matrix protein Cartilage Oligomeric Matrix Protein 
(COMP), thought to be exclusively expressed in cartilage and force-bearing parts of tendons and 
ligaments, is deposited by fibroblasts in skin and highly elevated in pathologic fibrosis. As COMP 
binds to fibrillar collagens and procollagens, we asked whether it assists in the spatial organization 
of a functional dermal collagen network. Using plasmon resonance spectroscopy, we identified 
the fibril-associated collagens XII and XIV as high affinity binding partners for COMP and showed 
co-localization in the dermis. Interestingly, we found strongly reduced collagen XII levels in skin of 
mice with a targeted deletion of COMP. The skin of these animals displayed altered biomechanical 
properties and ultrastructural analysis revealed collagen fibrils with highly asymmetric diameters 
and abnormal spatial organization. In addition, COMP-deficient fibroblasts showed retention of 
collagen I and XII in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), resulting in ER stress, illustrated by dilated ER 
cisternae in vivo and elevated levels of the ER stress marker CHOP in vitro. Based on these findings 
we hypothesized that COMP is required to interact with collagens, forming intracellular complexes 
that are subsequently targeted for secretion, while incompletely formed complexes, e.g. lacking 
COMP, are retained within the ER of stressed fibroblasts. To test this concept, we used bleomycin 
injections to induce high collagen production leading to pathologic fibrosis in COMP-null mice. 
This led to massive apoptosis of fibroblasts in the dermis and consequently to significantly reduced 
fibrosis in comparison to control mice. Our results identify a hitherto unrecognized non-structural 
role of COMP, which might represent a potential target for antifibrotic strategies, and they reveal a 
novel mechanism for the extrusion of collagen from dermal fibroblasts.    
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Lrig1 regulates epidermal homeostasis by repressing Arhgap19 necessary for a functional 
hyalurosome associated with EGFR signaling
L Barnes,1 B Darbellay,1 J Saurat2 and G Kaya1 1 University Hospital of Geneva Dermatology, 
University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland and 2 Swiss Center of Applied Toxicology, 
University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland
The interaction of hyaluronate (HA) with its receptor CD44 in the interstitial space of epidermis was 
previously shown to regulate the epidermal homeostasis. As this interaction is disrupted in CD44KO 
mice, we explored their epidermal phenotype. HA is no longer detectable in the epidermis and the 
expression pattern of EGFR and Lrig1 was significantly disturbed in CD44KO mice. To understand 
the relationship between the interaction HA/CD44 and the expression of EGFR and Lrig1, we ana-
lyzed the previously described hyalurosome platform. In this model, the EGFR response is tightly 
dependent on cell protrusions raised by F-actin spines, also called filopodia. HA secretion as well 
as HA/CD44 interaction are necessary for filopodia stability. To further understand the relationship 
of the hyalurosome components with Lrig1 expression, we constitutively expressed a GFP-Lrig1 
fusion peptide in human keratinocytes in vitro. As a functional inhibitor of EGFR, Lrig1 inhibited 
EGFR responsiveness as expected, but also filopodia and CD44 and HAS3 expression, two com-
ponents of the hyalurosome platform. A gene expression profile experiment performed on these 
keratinocytes indicated that Lrig1 constitutive expression inhibited Arhgap19, a RhoGAP protein 
involved in the plasticity regulation of the actin cytoskeleton. RNA silencing experiments further 
confirmed that Arhgap19 was necessary for filopodia growth, HA secretion and EGFR signaling. 
On the other hand, silencing of Lrig1 activated the expression of hyalurosome components. Taken 
together, these results demonstrate that Lrig1, also considered as an epidermal stem cell marker, may 
regulate the quiescence by repressing Arhgap19 and F-actin modifications which are necessary for 
the hyalurosome platform activation and epidermal EGFR signaling. HA/CD44 interaction which 
is important for the cytoskeleton plasticity may also play a crucial role in stem cell recruitment by 
regulating EGFR signaling.    
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Loss of Adhesion in Pemphigus Vulgaris Occurs without Apoptosis yet Involves Transient 
Low-level Activation of Caspase 3 
A Galichet, C Luyet, B Sayar, K Schulze, D Howald, M Suter and E Müller Animal Pathology, 
University of Bern, Bern, Switzerland
Apoptosis has been proposed as a relevant pathogenic event in the autoimmune blistering disease 
Pemphigus vulgaris (PV). Although the presence of apoptotic cells in PV patient’s skin has been 
controversially debated for many years and a recent survey of four PV patients did not confirm this 
finding, support for the implication of cell death in PV acantholysis came from the observation that 
caspase-3 inhibitors prevented epidermal blisters in the neonatal PV mouse model. This prompted 
us to specifically evaluate the involvement of apoptosis in correlation with caspase-3 activation in 
PV. We used a combination of cultured keratinocytes, established PV mouse models and biopsies 
from PV patients to firstly investigate the occurrence of apoptosis and secondly, caspase-3 activation 
in response to the Dsg3-specific pathogenic antibody AK23 or purified PV patient’s IgG. Our data 
demonstrate that acantholysis in PV occurs without implicating apoptosis and robust activation of 
apoptotic pathway components. However, an early, transient and low-level caspase-3 activation 
was revealed which functionally contributes in vitro and in vivo to major pathological events in 
the acantholytic process, such as increased expression of proliferation markers including c-Myc, 
p38 activation, cleavage of Dsg3, keratin retraction as well as loss of intercellular adhesion and 
blister formation. Our results support a redefined PV model in which caspase-3 activation is not a 
trigger for apoptosis but contributes as an important early event to PV blistering, thus representing 
a promising therapeutic target in PV.    
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Subcutaneous adipose layer influences dermal layer structure and function via secreted 
factors
T Ezure and S Amano Shiseido Co. LTD, Yokohama, Japan
Obesity is a significant risk factor of skin disease, including ulcers and delayed wound healing. Sub-
cutaneous adipose tissue (SAT) mass beneath the dermal layer increases drastically in obesity. This 
study aimed to clarify whether and how SAT, usually regarded as inert fat storage tissue, influences 
dermal condition. Dermal elasticity (measured with a cutometer) in subjects with a wide range of 
SAT mass decreased with increment of SAT. Histology of human abdominal skin indicated that 
increment of SAT mass is associated with a decrease of elastic fibers in the dermal layer. As increased 
SAT mass was also associated with adipocyte enlargement, we prepared enlarged adipocytes by 
long-term culture of adipocytes induced from 3T3-L1 fibroblasts. Microarray analysis revealed that 
gene expression of MMP-9, which has elastase activity, was increased in enlarged adipocytes, and 
MMP-9 secretion was confirmed by ELISA. These changes were blocked by inhibitors of the extra-
cellular-signal-regulated kinase (ERK) pathway. Nuclear translocation of transcriptional factor AP-1 
(a MMP-9 regulator), a downstream factor in the ERK pathway, was also observed. MMP-9 protein 
was immunohistochemically confirmed to be increased in SAT from obese subjects. These results 
suggest that SAT influences dermal condition by secreting factors (e.g., MMP-9) that directly degrade 
dermal matrix. Next, we co-cultured dermal fibroblasts with small adipocytes (representative of 
normal subjects) and enlarged adipocytes (representative of obese subjects) in a system where the 
two cell types were separated by a permeable membrane, through which secreted factors could pass. 
Enlarged adipocytes decreased expression of elastin and other matrix-related genes in fibroblasts, 
whereas small adipocytes increased expression of some of these genes. This suggests that enlarged 
adipocytes also negatively influence dermal condition indirectly by modulating dermal fibroblast 
gene expression. We propose that subcutaneous adipose tissue influences dermal structure and 
function both directly and indirectly via multiple secreted factors, depending on adipocyte size.   
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Comparative study of transcriptome and miRNome profiles of normal and senescent cells 
after exposure to solar simulator
S Bordes, P Rouaud, V Barruche, D Boudier and B Closs Silab, St-Viance, France
Understanding the transcriptomic modulations has become a growing priority, especially in the 
field of cutaneous senescence. In this context, we studied on the same in vitro model of cellular 
senescence, the modulations of microRNA profile (miRNome) and their association with modifica-
tions of mRNA profile (transcriptome). First, dermal fibroblasts were submitted to repetitive doses 
of solar simulator in order to induce a senescent state. Then, this phenotype was validated by 
analyzing aging markers (β-galactosidase coloration, quantification of p21 expression and cellular 
cycle monitoring) and evaluating histones modulations (H3K9me3 by western blotting and gH2AX 
by immunocytofluorescence). Finally, miRNomes were monitored by microarray and compared 
to transcriptomic profiles to determine their targets. Datas were refined and validated by QPCR. 
After treatment, aging markers were enhanced since p21 expression and β-galactosidase activity 
were increased by 384% and 417% respectively whereas cellular cycle detection was reduced 
by 85%. H3K9me3 and gH2AX were also increased by 303% and 471% respectively. Once our 
in vitro model of senescence validated, the comparison of miRNome and transcriptome profiles 
highlighted the modulation of different biological processes. Our more accurate QPCR analysis 
confirmed that genes involved in chromatine methylation were upregulated whereas genes involved 
in acetylation were down-regulated. Genes coding matrix proteins were also down-regulated. All 
these results were inversely correlated with miRNA profiles. In conclusion, we designed an in vitro 
model of senescence which is characterized by aging markers modulations correlated to an increase 
of histones modifications. This phenotype is linked to a modification of miRNome, associated with 
a modification of transcriptome. This is the first study assuming that senescence is associated with 
a modulation of miRNAs regulating the expression of genes coding for matrix components. These 
results will support the study of molecules working on the modulations observed.    
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Dissecting the interaction of plakins with epidermal keratins: role of plakins C-terminal 
domains, type I keratins coil 1 and keratins quaternary structure 
B Favre,1 J Bouameur,1 L Fontao2 and L Borradori1 1 Dermatology-Clinical Research, Bern 
University Hospital-Inselspital, Bern, Switzerland and 2 Dermatology, Geneva University 
Hospitals, Geneva, Switzerland
The plakin protein family is composed of cytolinkers connecting elements of the cytoskeletal system 
to each other and to various membrane sites. Thereby plakins confer to cells critical resilience to 
mechanical stress in distinct tissues, such as the epidermis. To gain further insight into the connection 
of the plakins BPAG1-e, desmoplakin and plectin with the basal epidermal keratins 5 (K5) and 14 
(K14) or suprabasal keratins 1 and 10, we have characterized their interactions. For this purpose 
we used a variety of full-length and truncated proteins in yeast-three hybrid assays, cell transfection 
studies and sensitive fluorescent-binding assays. The results showed that: 1) desmoplakin and plectin 
interact much better with monomeric type I than type II keratins, while BPAG1-e interacts only 
with heterodimeric K5/K14, K6/K17 and heterotypic combinations of them; 2) the coil 1 domain of 
type I keratins contains sequences essential for their binding to plakins; 3) the quaternary structure 
induced by hetero-polymerization of keratins increases the number of binding sites for plakins; 4) 
serial truncations of the COOH-extremity of desmoplakin or plectin significantly decrease their 
binding to keratins; and 5) recombinant plakins carrying distinct pathogenic mutations identified 
in human diseases associated with cell fragility exhibit weaker binding properties than their normal 
counterparts. Our findings indicate for the first time that distinct mutations within the C-terminus 
of BPAG1-e, plectin or desmoplakin identified in epidermolysis bullosa simplex or palmoplantar 
keratoderma patients are pathogenic by affecting the interaction of plakins with the keratin inter-
mediate filaments.    
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20-O-  β-D-glucopyranosyl-20(S)-protopanaxadiol Suppresses stress-induced cellular senes-
cence in skin cells 
H Choi, J Lee, J Lee and H Lee Skin Research Institute, R&D Center, AmorePacific 
Corporation, Yongin-si, Republic of Korea
Photoaging of skin is due to accumulative effect of Ultraviolet (UV) irradiation. UV irradiation 
promotes extracellular matrix (ECM) breakdown in dermis by inducing matrix metalloproteinase 
(MMP)-1 expression. It generates severe oxidative stress in skin cells resulting in DNA damage and 
premature cellular senescence. Collagen synthesis in senescent dermal fibroblasts do not recover 
ECM breakdown. Ginseng is one of the most widely used herbal medicines in Asia. Ginseng’s 
efficacy is based on ginsenosides. 20-O-β-D-glucopyranosyl-20(S)-protopanaxadiol (Compound 
K) is a major ginsenoside metabolite of ginseng extract after oral administration. Compound K 
has been used to improve aged skin. Compound K inhibits MMP-1 expression induced by UV 
irradiation through AMPK activation. However, the effect of compound K on premature cellular 
senescence was unknown. To investigate inhibitory effect of compound K on cellular senescence, 
we established premature senescent dermal fibroblasts and epidermal keratinocytes induced with 
100uM hydrogen peroxide. Senescence-associated β-Galactosidase (SA-β-Gal) staining was used 
for detecting senescent cells. Premature senescent skin cells showed strongly SA-β-Gal positive 
with intense staining compared to normal skin cells. The number of SA-β-Gal positive cells was 
decreased in compound K treated cells compared with control cells under oxidative stress (der-
mal fibroblasts; 50.5±2.7% vs. 74.7±11.1%_19.2±7.1%, epidermal keratinocytes; 51.7±5.2% vs. 
76.4±3.3%_10.9±7.1%). Compound K reduced p21 protein expression induced by oxidative stress 
in epidermal keratinocytes. Here, we report that compound K inhibits stress-induced cellular senes-
cence through p21 inhibition in skin cells. These findings showed the mechanisms of the anti-aging 
effects of compound K against photoaged skin.    
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Alpha-melanocyte-stimulating hormone reduces bleomycin-induced mediated collagen syn-
thesis via catalase in dermal fibroblasts
M Böhm, M Apel, T Luger and A Stegemann Dept. of Dermatology, University of Münster, 
Münster, Germany
Neuroendocrine mediators such as melanocortins, serotonin or endocannabionoids are emerging as 
endogenous regulators of collagen synthesis and skin fibrosis. We previously reported that alpha-me-
lanocyte-stimulating hormone (alpha-MSH) suppresses bleomycin (BLM)-induced collagen synthesis 
in human dermal fibroblasts (HDFs) in vitro via reduction of oxidative stress. The relevance of this 
finding was confirmed in vivo in the BLM model scleroderma in which alpha-MSH attenuated the 
extent of experimentally induced skin fibrosis. To clarify the molecular mechanism behind this 
effect of alpha-MSH we examined the expression and activity of various antioxidative enzymes in 
HDFs. Interestingly, catalase activity but not mRNA and protein expression was time-dependently 
increased by alpha-MSH. In support of this observation exogenous catalase abrogated the inductive 
effect of BLM on COL(I) expression. Gene knock-down of catalase by siRNA neutralized the impact 
of alpha-MSH on BLM-induced COL(I) expression. A functional melanocortin 1 receptor (MC1) 
was essential for the suppressive effect of alpha-MSH on BLM-induced collagen synthesis since 
HDFs carrying loss of function alleles of Mc1r did not react to the neuropeptide. To finally assess 
the role of a functional MC1 in the context of BLM-induced collagen synthesis in vivo we injected 
mice with signalling-deficient MC1 (recessive yellow C57BL/6-Mc1re/e mice) with BLM. Wild-type 
C57BL/6J mice were previously shown to be BLM-insensitive. Notably, only in C57BL/6J-Mc1re/e 
mice BLM induced skin fibrosis. In summary, our findings show that alpha-MSH via MC1 and cat-
alase attenuates BLM-induced collagen synthesis in HDFs in vitro. Expression of functional MC1 in 
vivo protects against BLM-induced skin fibrosis.    
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Analysis of the pigmentation defect in mice with keratinocyte specific deletion of the laminin 
γ  1 chain 
Y Üstün,1 A Fleger-Weckmann,1 M Reibetanz,1 B Brachvogel,2 Z Chen,3 L Langbein,4 
L Sorokin5 and R Nischt1 1 Dermatology, University Hospital of Cologne, Cologne, Germany, 
2 Medical Faculty, Biochemistry, University of Cologne, Cologne, Germany, 3 Laboratory of 
Neurobiology and Genetics, The Rockefeller University, New York, NY, 4 German Cancer 
Research Center, Heidelberg, Germany and 5 Institute of Physiological Chemistry and 
Pathobiochemistry, University of Münster, Münster, Germany
Laminins, one of the major basement membrane (BM) components, are a family of heterotrimeric 
glycoproteins. Each heterotrimer is composed of an α, β and γ chain, with the γ1 chain being the 
most abundant γ chain. To analyze the function of the γ1 chain containing laminin isoforms in 
skin, mice with keratinocyte-specific deletion of the γ1 chain were generated using the Cre/loxP 
system. This deletion (LAMC1EKO) results in the loss of laminin-511 from the BM and ectopic depo-
sition of laminin-211, identifying keratinocytes as the source of laminin-511 and fibroblasts as the 
source of laminin-211 expression. LAMC1EKO mice display a delay of hair follicle differentiation 
and pigmentation among other phenotypes. Hairless regions like ears and nose are normally pig-
mented, however, in hairy skin regions pigmentation is impaired. Analysis of skin sections reveals 
epidermal retention of Tyrosinase-positive melanocytes in LAMC1EKO mice, indicating a defect in 
melanocyte migration into the hair follicle. Further, expression of the enzymes Trp1 and Trp2 is 
significantly reduced in LAMC1EKO mice although FACS analysis (CD45 -/cKit +) shows comparable 
numbers of melanocytes in the epidermis of both LAMC1EKO and control mice. In vitro melanocytes 
isolated from control and LAMC1EKO mice show comparable migratory and adhesive activities on 
laminin-511 and -211. This suggests that the pigmentation defect might be linked to an impaired 
crosstalk either directly between keratinocytes and melanocytes or indirectly between cells of the 
hair follicles and melanocytes in LAMC1EKO skin due to the changes in BM composition. This is 
currently under investigation.    
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Anti-aging effect of undifferentiated Argania spinosa cells extract on dermal-epidermal junc-
tion in both human keratinocytes and photodamaged full-thickness skin substitutes 
H Hernandez-Pigeon, D Bacqueville, N Steward, L Duprat, A Caruana, T Nguyen, N Castex-
Rizzi, H Duplan and S Bessou-Touya Pierre Fabre Dermo-Cosmétique, Toulouse, France
Skin aging is characterized by wrinkling and laxity, and displays a hyaluronic acid (HA) deficit and 
a flattening of the dermal-epidermal junction (DEJ). Skin photoaging is induced by an excessive 
ultraviolet (UV) exposure. The aim of this study was to evaluate the anti-aging properties of an 
extract obtained from plant cell culture of Argania spinosa (Argan cell extract (CE)). Its efficacy 
was evaluated on HA and DEJ in human keratinocytes and an in vitro photodamaged full-thickness 
human skin model following topical application. Keratinocytes were cultured 48 hours with increas-
ing concentrations of Argan CE from 0.2 to 1 mg/mL, and assayed by ELISA and immunolabeling 
for the expression of mediators involved in epidermal regeneration and DEJ structure. The results 
showed that the Argan CE strongly induces the expression of HA, but also collagen IV and laminin 
5. Confocal microscopy revealed that chronic UVA exposure (3x4 J/cm2) disorganizes the DEJ 
network and alters both collagen IV and perlecan staining in irradiated-skin substitutes. In contrast 
to a placebo, the topical application of an Argan CE formulation at 5 mg/cm2 efficiently protected 
skin and well preserved the DEJ network from UVA damage. Thus, the Argan CE presented anti-aging 
properties on both keratinocytes and in vitro reconstructed skin models and was able to prevent 
UVA-induced photoaging, suggesting that it may be useful for the development of new anti-aging 
dermo-cosmetic products.    
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Cannabinoid receptor (CB)1 regulates laminin-511 expression in human skin
M Yasumizu,1 K Sugawara,1 R Paus2 and D Tsuruta1 1 Osaka City University Graduate 
School of Medicine, Osaka, Japan and 2 Institute of Inflammation and Repair, University of 
Manchester, Manchester, United Kingdom
Recently, the endocannabinoid system has been recognized as an important regulator of epithelial 
cell biology and pathology. Human epidermal keratinocytes express cannabinoid receptors (CBs), 
and we have previously shown that CB1-stimulation inhibits the proliferation and induces apoptosis 
of human epidermal keratinocytes, and that the endocannabinoid, anandamide, inhibits human hair 
follicle (HF) growth via CB1. However, it remains unclear whether CB1-mediated signaling also 
impacts on the expression of key basement membrane (BM) components in human skin such as 
laminin-511 (composed of α5, β1 and γ1 chains). Since we had shown that laminin-511 stimulates 
human hair growth, we asked whether CB1 modulates laminin-511 expression. Here, we show 
that the CB1-specific agonist, arachidonoly-2 chloroethanolamine (ACEA), significantly reduced 
laminin-α5 expression along the dermo-epidermal BM of organ cultured human scalp skin samples 
and HFs. In contrast, the selective CB1 antagonist, N-(piperidin-1-yl)-5-(4-iodophenyl)-1-(2,4-di-
chlorophenyl)-4-methyl-1H-pyrazole-3-carboxamide (AM251) significantly increased laminin-α5 
expression. This was abrogated by the co-administration of ACEA. Immunofluorescence micros-
copy revealed similar results for the laminin-β1 chain. Furthermore, similar effects of CB1 agonist 
and antagonist stimulation on laminin-α5 expression as those shown above were also detected 
in HaCaT cell culture. These data suggest that CB1 is a novel regulator of laminin-511. This not 
only provides a new mechanism by which CB1-mediated signaling may inhibit human HF growth 
(i.e., down-regulation of a potent hair growth-promoting laminin), but also a novel function of the 
endocannabinoid system in human skin biology, i.e. CB1-mediated inhibition of a key component 
of the BM with important structural and signaling functions.    
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Chemical Organization of the Cell Wall Polysaccharide Core of Malassezia restricta. 
T Stalhberger,1 C Simenel,2 C Clavaud,1 R Jourdain,1 M Delepierre,2 J Latgé,2 L Breton1 and 
T Fontaine2 1 L’Oreal, Aulnay sous bois, France and 2 Institut Pasteur, Paris, France
Malassezia species are ubiquitous residents of human skin and are associated with several diseases 
such as seborrheic dermatitis, tinea versicolor, folliculitis, atopic dermatitis, and scalp conditions 
such as dandruff. Host-Malassezia interactions and mechanisms to evade local immune responses 
remain largely unknown. Malassezia restricta is one of the most predominant yeasts of the healthy 
human skin, its cell wall has been investigated in this paper. Polysaccharides in the M. restricta 
cell wall are almost exclusively alkali-insoluble, showing that they play an essential role in the 
organization and rigidity of the M. restricta cell wall. Fractionation of cell wall polymers and car-
bohydrate analyses showed that the polysaccharide core of the cell wall of M. restricta contained an 
average of 5% chitin, 20% chitosan, 5% β-(1,3)-glucan, and 70% β-(1,6)-glucan. In contrast to other 
yeasts, chitin and chitosan are relatively abundant, and β-(1,3)-glucans constitute a minor cell wall 
component. The most abundant polymer is β-(1,6)-glucans, which are large molecules composed 
of a linear β-(1,6)-glucan chains with β-(1,3)-glucosyl side chain with an average of 1 branch point 
every 3.8 glucose unit. Both β-glucans are cross-linked, forming a huge alkali-insoluble complex 
with chitin and chitosan polymers. Data presented here show that M. restricta has a polysaccharide 
organization very different of all fungal species analyzed to date.    
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Control of epidermal hyaluronan during normal differentiation of human keratinocyte and 
in lesions of atopic dermatitis
J Malaisse,1 D Feret,1 AF Nikkels,2 C Lambert de Rouvroit,1 B Flamion1 and Y Poumay1 1 
URPHYM-Narilis, University of Namur, Namur, Belgium and 2 Dermatology, University of 
Liège, Liège, Belgium
Hyaluronan (HA) is an extracellular glycosaminoglycan synthesized directly in the extracellular 
space by three cell membrane hyaluronan synthases (HAS1, HAS2, and HAS3) and degraded by 
hyaluronidases (HYAL1 and 2). In human epidermis, HA is abundantly synthesized by keratinocytes 
with functions that remain unknown. Using cultures of keratinocytes grown in monolayer or at the 
air-liquid interface to reconstruct epidermis (RHE), HA metabolism was investigated within this 
tissue. HA production, HAS and HYAL1 mRNA expressions have been measured in both models. An 
increased HA concentration in the extracellular medium was observed during differentiation of both 
models, associated with increased HAS1 mRNA in monolayers and stable HAS1 mRNA expression 
in RHE. In contrast, HAS2 and HAS3 mRNA expression were decreased. In monolayer cultures, 
HYAL1 activity increases during differentiation and HYAL1 is active in epidermis and mainly local-
ized in granular layer. To compare with the pathological condition atopic dermatitis (AD), the HAS 
mRNA expression was measured and HYAL1 was labeled in patient biopsies. Enhancements in HA 
detection, HAS2 and HAS3 mRNA expression were observed simultaneously with decreased HAS1 
mRNA expression and HYAL1 staining. Data suggest that in normal epidermis HAS1 is involved 
in HA extracellular production and HYAL1 is specifically found active in the granular layer. We 
hypothesize that HYAL1 is responsible for the weak amount of HA found in stratum corneum, 
allowing this layer to create its intercellular hydrophobicity. In contrast, a decrease in HYAL1 
and an increase in HAS2 and HAS3 expression levels are implicated in phenotypic pathological 
conditions in AD. This study indicates that the balance of HA produced by distinct HAS enzymes 
and degradation by HYAL1 is critical for regulating keratinocyte physiology.    
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Effect of new extract of yeast on strengthening dermal matrix ex vivo and reducing appear-
ance of wrinkles in vivo 
L Mur, Y Ferreira, G Oberto, C Gondran, C Coquet Morel, V Lequoy, K Cucumel and 
N Domloge Ashland Specialty Ingredients, Sophia Antipolis, France
The dermis and its structure provide some primary skin properties such as strength, elasticity and 
density. To assume this role, fibroblasts produce and maintain the scaffold of extracellular matrix 
(ECM) by synthesizing different macromolecules and smaller proteins that play a key role in matrix 
organization. Among them, dermatopontin (DPT), distributed on the surface of collagen fibers. Der-
matopontin regulates collagen fibrillogenesis, by allowing the formation of homogeneous collagen 
fibrils. The aim of our study was to evaluate the effect of a new extract from yeast on the expression 
of DPT and key dermal proteins in in vitro and ex vivo experiments. Dermal protein expression was 
assessed by immuofluorescence stainings. Paxillin and actin network were visualized on dermal 
fibroblasts in culture. The results showed a positive modulation of dermatopontin, collagen I and 
paxillin in ex vivo skin treated with the extract. The staining of paxillin appeared also more intense 
in treated fibroblast cultures. Moreover, we observed a more developed network of elastic fibers in 
the papillary dermis of treated biopsies compared to placebo. In vivo study was conducted on the 
face and neckline of 14 volunteers for a four-week period. The anti-wrinkle property of the extract 
was evaluated by the analysis of silicon replica done on the crow’s feet and by color pictures. 
This study showed a significant reduction in the appearance of the number of wrinkles, as well 
as the average length and depth, after 28 days of treatment, compared to placebo treated sides. 
Furthermore, these beneficial effects on appearance of wrinkles were visible on color pictures and 
by trained expert.The ex vivo results indicated that the positive modulation of dermatopontin and 
other ECM components was associated with an abundant ECM secretion, inducing a strengthening of 
collagen and elastic fibers. In addition, in vivo studies revealed the correlation between application 
of the extract and reduction in the appearance of wrinkles.    
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Effect of undifferentiated Argania spinosa cells on dermal fibroblasts cultured on MMP-1 
damaged collagen mimicking aged skin. 
P Bogdanowicz, N Steward, M Haure, T Nguyen, S Bessou-Touya and N Castex-Rizzi Pierre 
Fabre Dermo Cosmétique, Toulouse, France
Composition and mechanical properties of the dermis change dramatically as a function of age. 
Fisher et al (Am J Pathol, 2009) have postulated that the age-dependent collagen fragmentation alters 
mechanical tension or oxidative stress, which promotes expression of Matrix Metalloproteinase-1 
(MMP-1). The aim of this study was to evaluate the capacity of Argan cell extract (CE) to reduce 
this self-perpetuating cycle, which is a critical mechanism of human skin aging. Argan cell extract 
obtained from plant cell culture of Argania spinosa, was filtered and lyophilized. Collagen gel was 
partially fragmented by using MMP-1. Fragmentation was visualized by SDS-PAGE electrophoresis 
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Fibroblasts were seeded onto the fragmented gel in the 
presence or absence of Argan CE. After 48 hours, mRNA expression was quantified by RT-qPCR. 
Type I Collagen neo-synthesis was quantified by ELISA. SEM and SDS-PAGE showed that MMP-1 
caused in vitro alterations of collagen fibrils structure as normally observed in aged skin. After 48 
hours, mRNA levels of decorin (DCN), lumican (LUM) and Extracellular matrix protein 1 (ECM1) 
were reduced respectively, by 32, 60 and 50%, when fibroblasts were cultured onto fragmented 
collagen. In contrast, Argan CE dramatically increased the expression of DCN (159%), LUM (558%) 
and ECM1 (641%). Furthermore, Argan CE induced a stimulation of type I collagen synthesis (38%) 
in normal fibroblasts. In aged skin, DCN, LUM and ECM1 expression were known to be diminished 
as compared to normal skin. DCN and LUM bind to collagen and reinforce its assembling. ECM1 
plays important role in dermo-epidermal junction. Here, we demonstrated that Argan CE from 
plant cell culture was able to potentiate collagen synthesis and boost expression of DCN, LUM and 
ECM1. These results are very encouraging for incorporating the Argan CE in anti-aging cosmetic 
products for skin rejuvenating.    
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Effects of stromal hyaluronan on melanoma cells
CB Brazel,1 S Schmidt,2 J Käs2 and U Anderegg1 1 Dept. of Dermatology, Leipzig University, 
Leipzig, Germany and 2 Faculty of Physics, Leipzig University, Leipzig, Germany
The tumour microenvironment is composed of tumour cells, fibroblasts, endothelial and infiltrating 
cells, released soluble mediators and extracellular matrix (ECM) and is crucial for tumour devel-
opment. The stromal ECM is mainly produced by activated fibroblasts surrounding the tumour, 
which become stimulated by paracrine mediators. In malignant melanoma (MM) the stroma is 
typically rich in hyaluronic acid (HA), and MM cells stimulate synthesis in fibroblasts in vitro. HA 
is a major ECM-component promoting tumour angiogenesis, migration, and proliferation. However, 
the mechanisms behind the tumour promoting effects of HA remain poorly understood. These may 
involve signalling through HA-receptors leading to modified gene expression and cell assembly 
or changes in membrane characteristics. Here we aim to define the role of HA on tumour cells, 
either as a component of fibroblast-derived ECM or as a soluble ligand of the cells. We analysed 
how MM cells respond to different artificial and in vivo-like ECM on the levels of cell adhesion, 
proliferation and cell elasticity. We found that most MM cell lines spread well on fibronectin and 
collagen I, whereas HA alone impaired cell spreading substantially. On the other hand, physical cell 
stretcher studies revealed that HA may enhance the relaxation capability of tumour cells depending 
on CD44 expression probably resulting in increased flexibility and mobility of HA-exposed MM 
cells. Further, we used fibroblast-derived ECM (Fb-ECM) to create a more in vivo-like environment. 
Immunofluorescence staining revealed that Fb-ECM were composed of fibrillar collagen I, fibronec-
tin and HA. The amount of HA in Fb-ECM was modulated by chemical inhibition of HA synthesis 
and hyaluronidase treatment to assess the contribution of HA on MM cell spreading, migration and 
proliferation on Fb-ECM. MM cells readily attached to Fb-ECM and showed increased proliferation 
compared to growth on fibronectin. Taken together, HA substantially modifies MM-cell properties 
and stromal HA synthesis is a potential issue of anti-metastatic intervention.    
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Fighting against loss of cutaneous firmness with age: tensile effects of a vegetable extract 
shown using 3D dermal models
S Bredif, C Baudouin and P Msika INNOVATION, R&D DIRECTION, LABORATOIRES 
EXPANSCIENCE, Epernon Cedex, France
Chronological skin aging is characterized by changes mainly affecting the dermis: thinning and loss 
of mechanical properties. The gradual decline in dermal thickness can, in part, be explained by an 
alteration in its fibrous components (e.g. collagens) both due to their decreased synthesis and to 
their increased enzymatic degradation by matrix metalloproteinase (MMP). What’s more, with age, 
dermal macromolecules can be affected by glycation inducing the formation of cross-links that may 
be responsible for the loss of elasticity. Besides the dermis, it is well described that the dermal-epi-
dermal junction (DEJ) flattens with age and that this confers to the skin less resistance to mechanical 
stress. Taken together, these physiological modifications can explain the well-known defective 
functionality of aged skin: loss of suppleness, firmness, resistance and elasticity. We explored the 
ability of a vegetable extract composed of lupine peptides, with demonstrated anti-MMP activity, 
to enhance cutaneous mechanical properties using in vitro models. Lupine peptides were able to 
reinforce and protect dermal matrix: They stimulated the production of collagen I in stress-induced 
senescent fibroblasts and protected collagen fibers from glycation. In normal skin explants, lupine 
peptides increased significantly the expression of collagens I and III; and inhibited MMP1. They 
also reinforced the DEJ as shown by the increase in collagen IV and laminin-5. These enhancing 
effects of lupine peptides on dermal and DEJ structures were translated in functional results: The 
extract significantly stimulated the tensing capacity of « aged » dermal equivalents and significantly 
enhanced the forces developed by fibroblasts in the GlaSbox® system. We have shown that a plant 
anti-aging cosmetic active ingredient was able to counteract the alterations affecting dermal matrix 
and dermal-epidermal junction during chronological aging. This resulted in the stimulation of skin 
mechanical properties as shown by a tensile effect.    
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Geographical ancestry influences fibrillin microfibril macromolecular structure
AK Langton,1 RE Watson,1 CE Griffiths1 and MJ Sherratt2 1 Dermatology Centre, The 
University of Manchester, Manchester, United Kingdom and 2 Centre for Tissue Injury & 
Repair, The University of Manchester, Manchester, United Kingdom
Fibrillin-rich microfibrils are complex macromolecular assemblies that play a key role in anchoring 
the elastic fibre network of the papillary dermis to the dermal-epidermal junction. They are evolu-
tionarily highly conserved from jellyfish (where they confer resilience) to man (where they anchor 
the lens to the ciliary body), thus confirming their critical biomechanical importance. We have 
previously identified that in skin of individuals with different geographical ancestry, fibrillin-rich 
microfibrils are differentially deposited in the papillary dermis; with African skin containing signifi-
cantly greater numbers than both Far-East Asians and Eurasians (Europeans with lightly-pigmented 
skin). The aim of the current study was to determine whether geographical ancestry affects not 
only fibrillin architecture but also macromolecular structure. Skin biopsies were obtained from 
photoprotected buttock of healthy female volunteers aged 21-25 years (African: n=3, Far-East Asian: 
n=3, Eurasian: n=2). Fibrillin-rich microfibrils were extracted from the upper papillary dermis and 
imaged using atomic force microscopy. Here, we report that microfibril periodicity (bead-to-bead 
distance) was uni-modally distributed and invariant between African (median: 55.74nm) and Eur-
asian (56.66nm) individuals. However, in Far-East Asians, microfibril periodicity had a bi-modal 
distribution (with peaks centred at 55.85 and 71.90nm). Consequently, periodicity was significantly 
increased in Far-East Asians as compared to both Africans (P<0.0001) and Eurasians (P<0.01). 
This study demonstrates that photoprotected skin of modern human geographical ancestry groups 
exhibits fundamental differences in microfibril ultrastructure. Further research into the functional 
significance of these differences is warranted.    
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Glucosepane cross-linked to collagen alters the homeostasis of reconstructed skin in vitro 
and induces alterations similar to skin aging
H Pageon,1 H Zucchi,1 VM Monnier2 and D Asselineau1 1 Research & Innovation, L’Oreal, 
Aulnay-sous-bois, France and 2 Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH
Advanced Glycation endproducts (AGEs) accumulate during aging in many slowly renewing tis-
sues, skin included. In the collagen-rich extracellular matrix, glucosepane increases with age. 
Glucosepane is the most prevalent AGE and protein crosslink found, up to date, in the dermal 
extracellular matrix of aging human skin although little is known about its biological impact. To 
study the effects of glucosepane on skin homeostasis, an in vitro model of chronological skin aging 
was used, consisting of skin reconstructed on a dermal equivalent where collagen was previously 
modified by inserting chemically synthesized glucosepane. Analysis of some skin markers revealed 
several unexpected biological and morphological alterations like those induced by in vivo skin 
aging that could be therefore glucosepane related. Indeed, in this in vitro glucosepane modified 
skin model, the synthesis of pro collagen I and collagen III decreased whereas the level of pro-in-
flammatory cytokines and MMP1 but not TIMP1 increased. At transcriptional level, the expression 
of major mRNA’s for extracellular matrix components (proteoglycans and collagens) was reduced 
and MMP9 mRNA was increased. The presence of aminoguanidine (a glycation inhibitor) during 
glucosepane synthesis restores a normal pattern of the altered skin markers. Taken together, these 
results suggest a specific role of glucosepane in the skin aging process.    
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In vitro study of interactions of crocin with 3 skin cell types
L Guerin,1 S Cheilian,1 BA Bernard2 and J Laboureau1 1 Research and Innovation, L’Oréal, 
Chevilly-Larue, France and 2 Research and Innovation, L’Oréal, Asnières-sur-Seine, France
Crocus sativus Linn is a flowering plant from the Iridaceae family, commonly known as saffron. The 
major biologically active ingredients of saffron are crocetin (carotenoid dicarboxylic acid) and crocin 
(crocetin di-gentiobiose ester) described as presenting anti-oxidant and anti-inflammatory properties. 
The present in vitro study aimed at further characterizing the properties of crocin and, specifically, 
its interaction profile with lectin receptors present at the surface of three main skin cell types namely 
fibroblasts, melanocytes and keratinocytes. Such cell- interaction profile was also compared to 
saffron extract and gentiobiose (6-O-β-D-glucopyranosyl-D-glucose). The method used permits a 
direct quantification of cell interactions within a range of well characterized saccharide-bearing 
neoglycoproteins coupled to microtiter plate. The interactions of crocin, gentiobiose and saffron 
extract with cellular lectins were evaluated through their capacity to inhibit cell interactions with 
neoglycoproteins, i.e the stronger the interaction, the stronger the inhibition. Our results demon-
strated that crocin interacted with the three skin cell types on a cell dependent manner. Indeed, 
crocin could interact with β-D-glucose and mannose-6P receptors on fibroblasts, β-D-glucose and 
rhamnose receptors on keratinocytes, and β-D-glucose receptor on melanocytes. Crocin and saffron 
extract shared similar cell-interaction profiles with an affinity 10 times higher than that of gentio-
biose. These data suggest that the 3D structure of the glycan crocin (involving fatty acid chain and 
di-gentiobiose) plays a key role in its cell-interaction and, possibly, in several biological functions.   
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Inhibition of Substance P-induced extracellular matrix damage in human dermal fibroblasts 
through down-regulation of NK-1R expression by treatment with lotus germ extract
H Goto, H Ohshima and A Tada Skin research department, POLA Chemical Industries, Inc., 
Yokohama, Japan
A sensory neuropeptide Substance P (SP) is widely distributed in the central and peripheral nervous 
systems. In the skin, SP is released from peripheral nerve endings by psychological and physical 
stress. The influence of SP on the epidermis has been reported, but few studies have examined the 
influence of SP on the dermis. The objective of this study was to clarify the influence of SP on extra-
cellular matrix (ECM)-related proteins in normal human dermal fibroblasts (NHDFs). In addition, we 
found that lotus (Nelumbo nucifera) germ extract may inhibit SP-induced effects on the ECM. The 
mRNA expression of ECM-related proteins (type I collagen: Col-1, type III collagen: Col-3, matrix 
metalloprotease-1: MMP-1, matrix metalloprotease-2: MMP-2, and matrix metalloprotease-3: MMP-
3) in NHDFs was examined by qRT-PCR. The mRNA expression of Col-1, Col-3, and MMP-2 was 
significantly decreased by SP, whereas the expression of the other proteins remained unaltered. 
Several plant extracts were screened for their ability to inhibit the reduction of Col-3 expression 
in NHDFs caused by SP. NHDFs were cultured in the presence of SP with or without each plant 
extract, then the amount of Col-3 protein was measured by ELISA. SP decreased Col-3 expression, 
and this decrease was recovered by lotus germ extract. To investigate the mechanism of this effect 
of lotus germ extract, the expression of SP receptor (neurokinin-1 receptor, NK-1R) was measured. 
NHDFs were cultured with lotus germ extract, then the mRNA expression of NK-1R was measured. 
Lotus germ extract significantly decreased the mRNA expression of NK-1R in NHDFs. These results 
indicate that SP decreases the expression of Col-3 proteins in NHDFs, and that lotus germ extract 
inhibits this reduction by decreasing NK-1R expression. Therefore, lotus germ extract might also 
inhibit the reduction of Col-1 and MMP-2 expression by SP. It is proposed that the regulation of 
NK-1R expression by lotus germ extract might be an effective strategy for improving skin conditions.   
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Investigation of the skin proteome by multi-step biochemical subfractionation:optimization 
to study psoriatic skin
E Szél,1 ÉVA Hunyadi-Gulyás,2 B Gál,1 N Belsö,1 K Medzihradszky,2 L Kemény,1 Z Bata-
Csörgö1 and G Groma1 1 Department of Dermatology and Allergology, University of Szeged, 
Szeged, Hungary and 2 Biological Research Centre, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, 
Szeged, Hungary
Psoriasis is a chronic inflammatory skin disease affecting 2-3% of the human population. One 
effective way to investigate this complex disease is the proteomic analysis of skin biopsies. There-
fore, we have decided to investigate both extra- and intracellular alterations by using biochemical 
subfractionation and state-of-the-art nano-HPLC-MS/MS proteomic analysis. To optimize the bio-
chemical subfractionation, human skin biopsies were collected from healthy individuals. Samples 
were homogenized in liquid nitrogen, and proteins were extracted in Tris-buffered saline (extraction 
buffer I). Protein extracts were clarified by centrifugation and separated from the pellet. This step 
was repeated with the resuspended pellet in buffer II containing high salt and EDTA. Following the 
extraction with SDS-containing buffer III, buffer IV comprising 4M guanidine hydrochloride was 
applied. Extracts were subjected to 1D SDS-PAGE. Protein containing lanes were excised into 14 
pieces and subjected to in-gel digestion followed by nano-HPLC-MS/MS for identification of tryptic 
peptides. Following the four-step sequential extraction on healthy skin samples, we have identi-
fied over 1000 different proteins. 51.8% of proteins showed unique solubility for one of the four 
extraction buffers. 23.5% of proteins were soluble in two, 14.5% in three, whereas 10.2% of proteins 
were identified in all of the four extracts. 5.4% of the proteins were components of the extracellular 
matrix. Based on the initial results, our approach is applicable to study psoriatic abnormalities at the 
proteome level. By comparing healthy, non-lesional and lesional skin, our method will likely reveal 
novel intra- and extracellular protein candidates playing a role in the pathomechanism of psoriasis.   
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Role for Desmoglein 3 in regulating E-cadherin trafficking
H Moftah, K Diaz, S Kermorgant and H Wan Centre for Clinical and Disgnostic Oral Sciences, 
Institute of Dentistry, Barts and The London School of Medicine and Dentistry, QMUL, 
London, United Kingdom
Cadherin-based adhesion plays a critical role in various processes in epithelial cells. The cadherin 
adhesion proteins, Desmoglein 3 (Dsg3) and E-cadherin, both have been implicated in signalling that 
controls cell adhesion and junction stability. Our recent studies suggest a crosstalk of these two mole-
cules showing that Dsg3 is capable of regulating E-cadherin adhesion in differentiating keratinocytes. 
Since E-cadherin trafficking has been recognised to be a central determinant in cell-cell adhesion 
and homeostasis, we hypothesise that Dsg3 may play a role in regulating its trafficking and hence 
cell-cell adhesion. To address this question, we launched a study of immunofluorescence-based 
E-cadherin trafficking in epithelial cells with gain- and loss-of-function of Dsg3. The loss of Dsg3 
function was achieved by siRNA transient transfection or by expressing the Dsg3 C-terminally 
truncated mutants, which causes disruption of cell-cell adhesion and integrity of epithelial sheets. 
We showed that both Dsg3 knockdown and the expression of Dsg3 mutant resulted in reduced 
endocytosis and recycling of E-cadherin as well as endogenous Dsg3 in mutant cells. Supporting 
these results, overexpression of Dsg3 led to an accelerated cadherin endocytosis. Of importance, 
a reduction of Rab5 and Rab11, the key regulators of protein trafficking, was found in these cells 
with loss of Dsg3 function, compared to control cells. In accord, an increased expression of both 
Rabs was detectable in Dsg3 overexpressing cells. Alongside these changes, a reduced expression 
of plakoglobin and p120 at the junctions was also observed in mutant cells. Taken together, our 
findings suggest that Dsg3 controls cell-cell adhesion, at least in part, through a mechanism of 
regulating E-cadherin trafficking, the process that involves plakoglobin and p120 catenins.    
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Targeting the Dermal-Epidermal Junction for Skin Anti-aging 
S Chen, T Jacob, J Lyga and U Santhanam Global R&D, Avon Products, Inc., Suffern, NY
The Dermal-Epidermal Junction (DEJ) in skin is occupied by a specialized matrix structure called a 
basement membrane (BM). The primary function of the basement membrane is to anchor down the 
epithelium to its loose connective tissue (the dermis) underneath. This is achieved by cell-matrix 
adhesions through substrate adhesion molecules. These molecules include several large glycopro-
teins that form an organized framework to provide structural support. Nidogen (NID) is one such 
protein - it has a crucial role as a link protein in the assembly of basement membranes. Structurally, 
Nidogen bridges the laminin and type IV collagen networks and increases their stability, which in 
turn influences the structural integrity of BM. It has been shown that repeated sun exposure can 
damage the DEJ, which can destabilize the skin and contribute to the skin aging process. It was 
reasoned that enhancing the expression of Nidogen at the DEJ can contribute to improved adhesion 
and subsequently over time, an improvement in the appearance of aging skin. Therefore, a screen 
was conducted to identify cosmetically acceptable substances that can influence the expression of 
Nidogen in skin cells in vitro. A blend of Nidogen-stimulating substances identified in the in vitro 
monolayer screen was applied topically to a 3D skin-equivalent model and found to stimulate NID-1 
gene expression. Inclusion of these substances in cosmetic formulations can be a viable approach 
for enhancing anti-aging benefits to skin.    
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The opioid beta-endorphin suppresses collagen synthesis in human dermal fibroblasts and 
attenuates skin fibrosis in a mouse model of scleroderma
A Stegemann, M Apel, T Luger and M Böhm Dept. of Dermatology, University of Münster, 
Münster, Germany
The opioid beta-endorphin (beta-ED) is a peptide derived from proopiomelanocortin. It belongs to 
the group of neuroendocrine mediators acting via opioid receptors (ORs). Previously, we showed 
that the neuropeptide α-melanocyte stimulating hormone suppressed collagen synthesis in human 
dermal fibroblasts (HDFs) and attenuated skin fibrosis induced by bleomycin (BLM) in a mouse 
model of scleroderma. Other neuroendocrine mediators such as endocannabinoids and activators 
of alpha7 nicotinic acetylcholine receptors likewise modulate collagen metabolism and tissue 
fibrosis. In this study, we investigated whether beta-ED could act as a novel neuropeptide with 
antifibrotic properties. Beta-ED dose-dependently suppressed TGF-beta1-induced collagen type 
I secretion in HDF. This effect occurred at protein as well as at mRNA level of collagen type I 
expression. Interestingly, this suppressive effect of beta-ED did not alter TGF-beta1-mediated SMAD3 
signaling. Moreover, we could not detect the expression of the classical (mu-, delta- and kappa-) 
ORs in HDF suggesting an OR-independent action of beta-ED. In accordance with this beta-ED 
neither suppressed forskolin-mediated increase of intracellular cAMP nor induced intracellular 
Ca2+ mobilization as reported for canonical OR-mediated signaling. To define the in vivo effect of 
beta-ED we finally utilized the BLM model of scleroderma. Here, beta-ED significantly attenuated 
skin fibrosis induced by subcutaneous injections of BLM. The antifibrogenic effect of beta-ED was 
present at RNA level as well as at protein level as shown by quantitative RT-PCR and SDS-PAGE of 
the collagen content in murine skin. In summary, we present beta-ED as a novel neuropeptide that 
modulates collagen synthesis in vitro and in vivo.    
   
      
